The influence of explicit instructions and stimulus material on lateral frontal responses to an encoding task.
In this functional magnetic resonance imaging study, we explored the effects of both stimulus material and encoding task demands on activation in lateral prefrontal cortex (PFC). Two factors were manipulated: material type and task instructions. Subjects encoded words or abstract figures (factor 1: stimulus type) and were required to make either a meaning-based or a form-based (letter or shape) decision about each stimulus (factor 2: task instructions). Abstract figures engendered significantly higher levels of right PFC activity than did words. This effect was seen for meaning-based and form-based processing tasks and was significantly greater for the former. We did not observe a differential response of left lateral PFC to verbal and pictorial material. A double dissociation, however, was found within left PFC. A ventrolateral region (within left inferior frontal gyrus) showed the highest levels of activity when words were processed according to their meaning whereas activity in a more dorsolateral region (within left middle frontal gyrus) was greatest when words were processed according to their form (constituent letters). We have therefore observed a main effect of material type in producing lateralized activation of frontal lobes, although the strength of this effect is sensitive to the nature of the task that subjects are asked to perform. Left-side lateral PFC activity is also sensitive to task instructions but this effect was specific to verbal material. The complex patterns of frontal effect counsel against any simple dichotomy of frontal function at the level of either material or task type.